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-e dry friction structure is a commonly used vibration-damping method for railway vehicles. Insufficient vibration damping
performance will cause excessive vibration of the vehicle, which is not conducive to the safety of the vehicle. However, the
mechanism of vibration damping and the cause of clamping stagnation have not been well resolved. -is paper uses the analytical
method, numerical method, and finite element method to analyze the vertical dynamic characteristics of the simple suspension
system with dry friction and demonstrates that the numerical method is an effective method to study the dry model. -e
conditions for the system to produce sticking events were analyzed by the numerical method.-e analysis shows that the system’s
excitation is too small, which causes clamping stagnation to the system. -e reduction of the wedge angle and the friction
coefficient are conducive to eliminating sticking. A negative side frame angle is conducive to reducing the high-frequency energy
of the excitation. Decreasing spring stiffness or increasing systemmass to reduce system frequency can reduce sticking events.-e
mutual verification of different methods confirms the correctness of the analysis method and analyzes the cause of sticking or
clamping stagnation from the mechanism, which provides a new idea for the design and improvement of the dry friction damping
system of railway vehicle bogies.

1. Introduction

-e three-piece bogies were first developed by the United
States and the Soviet Union in the 1930s [1], comprised of
one bolster, two side frames, and two wheelsets. As shown in
Figure 1, the bolster is seated in the side frames through a set
of springs and wedge friction dampers. -e side frames are
connected to wheelsets via bearing adapter. Now the three-
piece bogies are the most common suspension for freight
wagons across the world for its low manufacturing cost and
low maintenance cost.

-e design of robust limits the critical speed of the empty
wagon for low cost in production [2]. -e bogies play key
roles in promoting the running behavior of rail vehicles. -e

vibration energy from track disturbances translates to
wagons via the wheelsets, side frames, and the bolster. It
dissipates primarily through dry friction damper. -e
friction wedges in three-piece bogies play a controlling role
in the vertical and lateral dynamics, as well as the lateral
stability of wagons. Owing to increasing demands for high
load capacity and high-speed rail vehicles, stability and
safety have been investigated using diverse methods.

-e characteristic of dry friction plays a significant role
in the dynamic system. -e modeling of the friction force in
the system depends on several environmental factors in-
cluding sliding speed, temperature, and normal load [3].-e
magnitude of the friction force decreases when the relative
velocity | _x| of the contact surface of two solids increases if | _x|
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is smaller than the critical value | _xm|, and then it increases
when | _x| becomes larger than | _xm| [4] as shown schemat-
ically in Figure 2. As shown in Figure 3, Coulomb friction
model, static and dynamic friction model, and exponential

friction model are the most commonly used friction models
in wedge suspension simulation [5]. -e static-dynamic
friction model, that is, different coefficients between the
static friction and the kinetic friction, was used to study
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Figure 1: Bogie structure.
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Figure 2: Friction force as a function of velocity.
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Figure 3: Friction models.
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bifurcations [6]. -e relative velocity dependent friction
model that includes the nonlinear function of the relative
sliding velocity was used to research the corresponding
stick-slip motion for the spring-mass model. -e qualitative
behavior was equal for both the static-dynamic friction
model and the relative velocity dependent friction model [7]
and was equal for the Coulomb frictionmodel and the static-
dynamic friction model [8].

-e modeling of the friction force was simply described
as a combination of springs and dampers, and applications
have been seen of springs and friction elements in parallel
and in series, which are normally developed in commercial
simulation programs, such as NUCARS, VAMPIRE,
ADAMS, and multibody system (MBS) simulation package.
Sperry developed a bogie model with friction wedge com-
ponents, in which the friction characteristics of the wedge
are replaced by the established contact point, and each
contact face of the friction wedges had twenty-five contact
points, setting up in a five-by-five grid [9]. Li [10] developed
the model with 6 DOF rigid wedges body, bolster and
damper spring parameters setting, and four contact areas by
SIMPACK software. -e model reflected the wedge and the
bolster actual motion.-e vibration damping characteristics
of the wedges under actual motion conditions were ana-
lyzed, but there was a lack of analysis of the stick-slip
phenomenon and the stagnation of wedges.

A data-driven model of dynamics of rail vehicle was
formulated to replace the original mechanical element by
machine learning. -e method assumes a set of sample data
with the corresponding set of observed outputs and predicts
the underlying relationship between the inputs and the
outputs [11]. A Kriging surrogate model of Y25 bogies was
constructed to reflect the relationship between the wheel
flats, vehicle speeds, and axle box acceleration. -e results of
simulation and experimental demonstrated that the method
can estimate the length of wheel-flats [12]. -e stochastic
models of single suspension and lateral suspension were
trained, which can represent the behavior of the suspension
system and investigate the behavior of a multibody dynamics
model by machine learning from computer simulations [13].
-is method uses machine learning techniques to extract
nonlinear features from known data and replaces the
original mechanical elements with a surrogate element.
However, it does not need to analyze the mechanism of
nonlinearity, and it is also unable to analyze the stick-slip
phenomenon of the wedge damping model.

Xia [14] modeled suspension considering nonlinear
continuous dry friction using the static and kinetic dry
friction coefficients. A new conception of friction direction
angles is proposed [15] in the cases of stick state and slip
state.-is model can calculate the friction force vector in the
cases of one-dimensional dry friction and two-dimensional
dry friction. Zhang [16] investigated the lateral dynamics of
the suspension system with linear springs and dry friction
dampers, indicating that period motions, quasiperiodic
motions, and chaotic motions are the main dynamic
characteristics of the suspension system. Baruffaldi [17]
described a model using a linear complementarity approach
for friction dampers, showing that friction coefficient can

affect the general damping of the dynamic response and the
development of nonlinear phenomena related to stick-slip.
Sun analyzed the wedge friction force, the bolster dis-
placement, and the tangent and normal forces on wedge
angular surface during suspension bounce modes [18] and
pitch modes [19] using a two-dimensional finite element
method (FEM). In the railway wagon industry, the special
line dynamics test was carried out to study the impact of the
secondary suspension system of the C80 type aluminum alloy
car on the dynamic performance in the railway wagon in-
dustry. -e analysis obtained that the increase of the dy-
namic friction coefficient increased the vertical vibration
acceleration of the car body, and the second series stiffness
decreased to reduce vertical acceleration [20].

In these references, some researches have been done on
the influence of friction on the dynamic characteristics of the
system, but the rationality of the analysis method has not
been confirmed. Experimental methods have been used to
study the influence of simple structure or suspension pa-
rameters of railway wagons on dynamics. Some methods
only conduct a qualitative analysis of the structure but do not
dig for deeper reasons, or the model studied is very different
from the actual structure and cannot guide the structural
design of the vibration reduction system. -erefore, this
paper first analyzes the rationality of the method for
studying dry friction and confirms that it is suitable for the
analysis method of dry friction system with stick-slip mo-
tion.-en, the causes of sticky events and methods to reduce
sticky events are determined by parameter analysis. -e
purpose of this article is to analyze the causes of stick-slip in
wedge suspensions and explore ways to reduce this
phenomenon.

2. Mechanical Model of the Suspension Model

According to the results of the special line dynamics test, it
can be found that the vertical floating motion accounts for
80% of the total vehicle operation [21], so the study of
vertical vibration characteristics is first carried out. -e
research model of this paper is the model established in
reference [22]. -e physical components and typical sche-
matic representation of half of the secondary suspension
model are shown in Figure 4. -e specification of the simple
model is described in Table 1. -e primary function of the
wedge is to provide damping in the vibration motion, and all
of the elements are assumed to be rigid. In this model, the
variables X and Y indicate horizontal and vertical dis-
placements, respectively. -e subscripts w, b and s indicate
wedge, bolster, and side frame, respectively. -e displace-
ment of the side frame Ys refers toXw the inertial frame at
the ground, the horizontal displacement of the wedgeXwand
the bolster Xb refer to the centerline of the bolster, and the
vertical displacement of both the wedge Y0 and the bolster
Yb refer to the position of side frame. -e initial pre-
compression of wedge and bolster springs is denoted by Yw0
and Yb0, respectively.-e contact forces are denoted by F for
friction and N for normal forces, the spring stiffness is
denoted by , and the mass is denoted by K. -e friction
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factors of interfaces are wedge-side frame μws and wedge-
bolster μws. -e sign convention for the forces corresponds
to the given configuration, where the wedge and bolster units
are displaced above their equilibrium positions.

Due to the symmetry of the structure, the horizontal
displacement of the bolster Xb equals zero in the vertical
vibration system. All contacts of wedge, side frame, and
bolster are assumed constant. -e remaining three config-
uration variables should satisfy the following sliding
constraints:

Xw � tan(c)Yw, (1a)

tan(α)Yw + Xw � tan(α)Yb. (1b)

As shown in Figure 5, the wedge is loaded differently
during loading and unloading situations of suspension
movements. -e direction of the friction force is opposite to
the speed. According to D’Alembert’s principle, the dynamic
equations of the wedge are

 Fx � 0 − Fws sin c + Fnws cos c + − Fwb( sin α − Fnwb cos α − Mw
€Xw � 0, (2a)

 Fy � 0 − Fnws sin c − Fws cos c + − Kw Yw + Yw0( (  − Mw
€Yw + €Ys + g  − Fnwb sin α − − Fwb( cos α � 0, (2b)

Fws � μFnws,

Fwb � μFnwb.
(2c)

-is can easily be solved to get the normal force:

Fnwb �
Kw Yw + Yw0(  + Mw

€Yw + g − €Ys − Rws tan c €Yw  

Rwb

,

(3)

where Rws and Rwb are functions of both the suspension
parameter values and the friction model, as given by

Rws �
μwssgn _Yw cos c − sin c

μwssgn _Yw sin c + cos c
, (4a)

Rwb � Rws sin α − cos α( μwbsg _Yw  + sin α + Rws cos α.

(4b)

As shown in Figure 6, when the bolster is loaded during
loading, the dynamic equation of half bolster is

 Fy � 0 Fnwb sin α − Fwb cos α −
Kb

2
Yb + Yb0(  −

Mb

2
g + €Yb + €Ys  � 0. (5)
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Figure 4: Variable damping suspension.

Table 1: Specification of the suspension model.

Parameter Specification
Mass of each wedge 0.17 kg
Mass of bolster 0.7 kg
Effective stiffness of each wedge group of springs 2550.6N/m
Effective stiffness of each bolster group of springs 5101.2N/m
Wedge angle 37.5°
Side frame angle 4°
Friction coefficient at all sliding interfaces 0.29
Offset of wedge springs (precompression) − 3.46mm
Offset of bolster springs (pretension) 3.04mm
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Upon substituting Equation (3) into Equation (5), we
can get

€Yb +
2KwΓRαc + Kb

2RαcΓMw 1 + tan cRws(  + Mb

Yb +
2MwRαc + Mb

2RαcΓMw 1 + tan cRws(  + Mb

€Ys + g  +
2KwYw0Rαc + KbYb0

2RαcΓMw 1 + tan cRws(  + Mb

� 0,

(6)

where Γ and Rαc are functions of both the suspension pa-
rameter values and the friction model, as given by

Γ �
tan α

tan α + tan c
, (7a)

Rαc �
sin α − μwbsgn _Yw cos α

Rwb

. (7b)

-e equation is transformed into a nondimensional form
by parameter scaling and coordinate transformations.

-e side frame displacement Ys is assumed to be a cosine
periodic disturbance, as given by

Ys � A cos(ωt), (8)

where A is the displacement amplitude of the disturbance
and ω is the frequency.

-e natural frequency of the bolster element is defined
by ω0:

ω0 �

����
Kb

Mb

.



(9)

-e rescale time (i.e., t) is converted to the nondi-
mensional time τ:

τ � ω0t. (10)

-e differentiations with respect to the time variable t are
then rescaled as

Relative movement 
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Y
X

Mw(g + Y··w + Y··s)

Mw X··w
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Figure 5: Mechanical model of the wedge.
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Figure 6: Mechanical model of the bolster.
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d

dt
� ω0

d

dτ
,

d
2

dt
2 � ω2

0
d
2

dτ2
.

(11)

Using the rescaling, equations (6) and (8) can be
combined into a nondimensional form as

€y + fy + h + l g − aψ2 cos(ψτ)  � 0, (12)

where a � (ω2
0/g)A, ψ � ω/ω0, y � (ω2

0/g)Yb and f, h, l are
functions of both the suspension parameter values and the
friction model, as given by

f �
2KwΓRαc + Kb

2RαcΓMw 1 + tan cRws(  + Mb

, (13a)

h �
2KwYw0Rαc + KbYb0

2RαcΓMw 1 + tan cRws(  + Mb

, (13b)

l �
2MwRαc + Mb

2RαcΓMw 1 + tan cRws(  + Mb

. (13c)

3. Solution Method

3.1.ApproximateAnalyticalMethods. -e harmonic balance
(HB) method is an efficient quantitative analysis method to

solve both strongly and weakly nonlinear dynamic systems.
-e HB method has been made to improve the accuracy of
calculation or simplify the calculation process. To obtain
higher precision periodic solutions, the incremental har-
monic balance (IHB) method was proposed [23]. Com-
bining the HB method with the incremental harmonic
balance approach, an improved incremental harmonic
balance method was presented to obtain the higher-order
approximate steady-state solutions for strongly nonlinear
systems [24]. Wu [25] used the HB method for Yao–Cheng
oscillator, showing that the HB method is as effective as the
homotopy perturbation method for Yao–Cheng oscillator,
and the HB method has the advantages of no need for
construction and no expansion for the solution and the
parameter. -e approximate solution of the response of
equation (12) is established by using the HB method.

Based on the HB method, the first term of the general
Fourier series solution is used as the expression for the
solution of the equation. -e solution can be supposed as

y(τ) � y cos(ψτ + θ), (14)

where y(τ) denotes the first-order approximate solution, y

is the amplitude, θ is the initial phase angle, and ψ is the
nondimensional fundamental of the harmonic excitation.

Upon substituting equation (14) into the system equa-
tion (12), the following expression is obtained:

− ψ2
y cos(θ + τψ) + f y′(τ)( y cos(θ + τψ) + h y′(τ)(  + l y′(τ)(  g − aψ2 cos(τψ)  � 0, (15)

where the coefficient functions f, h, l are corresponding
variables to the relative velocity of the system motion.

Since the coefficient functions f, h, l contain discon-
tinuous dependence on the unknowns, there is no direct way
to make every coefficient of the harmonics equal to zero.
When the velocity direction changes, the coefficients of the
dry friction system change. Under this situation, the system’s

mechanical properties are nonlinear, as well as the formation
of an equivalent system of two smooth differential equations.
-e discontinuity at _y(τ) � 0 of the friction models pro-
duces a natural division of the phase space at the sticking
plane S � (y, _y, τ)| _y � 0 . Equation (15) can be written in
two parts:

− ψ2
y cos(θ + τψ) + f

+
y cos(θ + τψ) + h

+
+ l

+
g − aψ2 cos(τψ)  � 0, S

+
� (y, _y, τ)| _y≥ 0 , (16a)

− ψ2
y cos(θ + τψ) + f

−
y cos(θ + τψ) + h

−
+ l

−
g − aψ2 cos(τψ)  � 0, S

−
� (y, _y, τ)| _y≤ 0 , (16b)

where the coefficients f, h, l are appended with superscripts
( ± ) to indicate different domains. Positive (sgn ( _y)� 1)
indicates that the system is moving up, and negative (sgn
( _y)� − 1) indicates the contrast.

In order to determine the direction of relative direction
motion of the system, the derivative of equation (14) is
carried out to obtain the relative speed of the system:

_y(τ) � − yψ cos(ψτ + θ). (17)

Let φ � ψτ + θ. For 0≤φ≤ π, sgn( _y(τ)t< n0) � − 1, the
equation (16b) is multiplied by sinφ and cosφ respectively,
the integration covers the complete period. For π ≤φ≤ 2π,
sgn( _y(τ)t> n0) � 1, the equation (16a) is multiplied by sinφ
and cosφ respectively, and the integration covers the
complete period. -e following expression is obtained:
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πal
+ψ2 sin(θ) + πal

− ψ2 sin(θ) + 4 l
+

+ h
+

( 

− 4 l
−

+ h
−

( ) � 0,
(18a)

y f
+

− ψ2
  + y f

−
− ψ2

  − al
+ψ2 cos(θ)

− al
− ψ2 cos(θ) � 0.

(18b)

-e following response functions for the amplitude and
phase coefficients are obtained:

y �

����������������������������������

a
2

l
+

+ l
−

( 
2π2ψ4

− 16 l
+

− l
−

+ h
+

− h
−

( 
2

π2 f
+

+ f
−

− 2ψ2
 

2




, (19a)

θ � Arc sin
4 l

+
− l

−
+ h

+
− h

−
( 

a l
+

+ l
−

( πψ2 . (19b)

3.2.Numerical Implementation. -e solution of the equation
calculated by the first-order HB method can only represent
the change of the system over the whole period but cannot
analyze the stick-slip phenomenon in a period. -erefore,
the numerical calculation method is adopted to analyze the
movement of the system. -e numerical integration of
equations (16a) and (16b) is performed by a standard fourth-
order Runge-Kutta method [26], with a maximum step size
of 0.001.

-e nondimensional equation of motion is a nonsmooth
differential equation. -e phase flow defined by equation
(12) alternates between upward motion and downward
motion. -e sticking region is founded by evaluating
equation (12) where their respective phase flows are sta-
tionary S0, that is, where €y � _y � 0,

S0 � (y, _y � 0)|y
+
0 ≤y≤y0 , (20)

where y+
0 and y−

0 are the sticking region of upward and
downward motion, respectively, as given by

y
+
0 � −

h
+

+ l
+

g − aψ2 cos(ψτ) 

f
+ , (21a)

y
−
0 � −

h
−

+ l
−

g − aψ2 cos(ψτ) 

f
− . (21b)

3.3. Finite Element Modeling of the Suspension System.
-e mechanical model of the motion system simplified
structure details may not accurately describe the friction force
characteristics during the movement of the bogie. -e sus-
pension 3D model is established by FEM, and the rationality
of model simplification is judged by comparing the simula-
tion results of the mechanical model and the FEMmodel.-e
suspension can be modeled using its quarter structure from a
symmetric surface. -e quarter suspension finite element
model is shown in Figure 7. -e three-dimensional model is
established using ABAQUS. -e bolster and wedge are
suspended on the side frame by spring. -e dry friction exists

between the wedge and the bolster, as well as between the
wedge and the side frame, and the friction coefficients at all
sliding interfaces are equal to 0.29.

-e contact surfaces of the wedge, bolster, and side frame
are defined as the contact pairs, and the friction charac-
teristics will influence the response of the system motion. In
this model, the penalty friction formulation in ABAQUS is
selected for the contact calculation of the contact pairs. -e
longitudinal and lateral movements of the side frame and
bolster at their symmetric surfaces are restrained, and the
lateral movement of the wedge at symmetric surfaces is
restrained. -e model boundary conditions are shown in
Figure 8.

3.4. Methods of Comparison. -e vibration isolation rate is
an efficient index to evaluate the vibration isolation per-
formance of the isolator, which can reflect the overall relative
motion of the suspension system. -e vibration isolation
rate [27] is defined as the ratio of the response energy of the
suspension system to the excitation energy of the base,
expressed as

Ts � 20 log
y(τ)rms

aψ2/
�
2

√ . (22)

Upon substituting the physical parameter values in
Table 1 into equation (13), the coefficients can be written as
follows: for S+ � (y, _y, τ)| _y≥ 0 , f+ ≈ 1.1918, h+ ≈ 1.0122,
l+ ≈ 0.7561; for S− � (y, _y, τ)| _y≥ 0 , f− ≈ 1.3735,
h− ≈ 1.0369, l− ≈ − 0.5237. -e response functions can be
written as

y �

�������������������

− 0.6384 + 1.0497a
2ψ4

− 1.2827 + ψ2
 

2 ,




(23a)

θ � − arcsin
0.7799

aψ2 . (23b)

Figure 9 shows the vibration isolation rates obtained by
the HB method and numerical method, respectively. -e
simulation results have very good consistency, indicating
that both the analytical method and the numerical method
are feasible for analyzing the vibration isolation rate.
However, it is important to note that the first-order HB
method relies on the assumption that the system response
can be well approximated to a periodic function andmay not
be applicable to other systems. -e values of the peaks and
troughs of the time domain curve of the system obtained by
the numerical method are constant, as shown in
Figure 10(a), and the frequency domain curve of the system
obtained by the numerical method has higher-order fre-
quency in the system response as shown in Figure 10(b).-e
high-frequency response of the suspension system is very
harmful to the wagon. -e HB method only considers the
first-order influence on the system. -e HB method can
evaluate the vibration isolation performance of the system,
but it cannot obtain the detailed features of the system
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during a period. -erefore, the numerical method is more
suitable for evaluating the dynamic characteristics of the
suspension system.

-e validity of the HBmethod is confirmed by numerical
analysis, but the correctness of the established mechanical
model cannot be proved. -e FEM based on the structural

Wedge springs
Bolster springs

Wedge Bolster

SideframeX
Y

Z

Figure 7: Quarter bogie model.

Figure 8: Model boundary condition.
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parameters of the model can be used to verify the rationality
of the mechanical model. -e system responses under ex-
citation with the amplitude of 15mm and frequency of 5Hz,
7Hz, and 10Hz are calculated. Figure 11(a) is similar to the
case of a sinusoidal waveform. Figure 11(b) shows a constant
displacement at the trough, and Figure 11(c) shows a
constant displacement at both the peak and the trough. It
can be seen that the waveform and amplitude of the time
domain curves are relatively close, which proves the cor-
rectness of the mechanical model establishment.

Comparing the results of the analysis method, the nu-
merical method, and the FEM, the analytical method can
reflect the overall response energy, but the details cannot be
estimated. -e FEM can consider all details of the system.
However, the calculation of the time cost is highest. -e
numerical method can be used to assess overall energy and
details in suspension system, in which the efficiency and
accuracy are fitted for the requirements.

4. Discussions

4.1. :e Effect of Excitation on the Response. -e system
responses with the excitation amplitude changing from
small to large are calculated, respectively. -e results are
shown in Figure 12. It can be found that the system response
increases as the excitation amplitude increases. -rough the
displacement response waveform, when the excitation
amplitude is relatively small, the sticking phenomenon
occurs at the peak and trough. When the excitation energy
increases, the sticking events at the peak disappear firstly,
and the sticking events at the trough disappear.

-e system responses with the excitation frequency
changing from 2Hz to 10Hz are calculated, respectively.-e
results are shown in Figure 13. When the excitation fre-
quency is 2Hz, it is in a permanent sticking state. With the

increase of the excitation frequency, the phenomenon of
motion is the same as the excitation amplitude, which is
consistent with the situation that railway wagons are prone
to stagnation at low speeds [28].-e contact surface pressure
is determined by the resultant force on the bolster. -e
friction forces of relative downward movement are greater
than those of the upward movement so that the sticking
events at the wave peak disappear earlier than the trough.

4.2. :e Effect of Different Structure Parameters on the
Response

4.2.1. :e Different Stiffness and Mass of the Bolster.
With the stiffness of the bolster spring increasing from
2500N/m to 6500N/m, as shown in Figure 14, the relative
displacement of bolster decreasing is observed to be con-
stant, and the sticking events appear. -e phenomena are
similar to the change of mass of the bolster decreasing from
1.3 kg to 0.1 kg, as shown in Figure 15 because the angular
frequency is positively correlated with stiffness and nega-
tively correlated with mass. -e quality of railway wagons is
very different between empty cars and loaded cars. -e
smaller stiffness of bolster spring and the larger mass of the
bolster reduced the normal frequency of suspension system,
and the lower frequency of the system is beneficial in
eliminating sticking events and improving the vibration
damping performance of the suspension system [20].
Generally, the amplitude of the vehicle vibration of the
loaded cars is smaller than that of empty cars, but the vi-
bration of the container flat was larger, and the spectrum
analysis has more high-frequency energy [29], which may be
related to the secondary suspension.-e presence of sticking
events causes high-frequency energy to be transferred to the
vehicle body, as shown in Figure 11(b).
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Figure 10: -e results of HB and numerical method when a � 11.14, ψ � 0.368. (a) Time-domain curves. (b) Spectrum curves.
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4.2.2. :e Effect of Different Friction Coefficients on the
Response. Dry friction is the main form of railway freight
car damper. -e coefficient of dry friction affects the
damping performance of the wagon. Simulation is carried
out based on the proposed model to describe the rela-
tionship between the dry friction and damping. -e
friction coefficients of interfaces of both wedge-side frame
and wedge-bolster are set to the same, and the friction
coefficient varies from 0.12 to 0.44. -e displacement
response of the suspension system is shown in Figure 16.
With the friction coefficient of contact surfaces, the time
domain waveform of the relative displacement response
has changed, and it appears that the time of a constant
displacement during part of a period is increasing. When

the system movement shows sticking events, the sus-
pension will be invalid, and it will no longer have the
function of vibration absorption, and the high-frequency
vibration transmitted to the car body affects the safety of
wagon driving. -is may be the reason that the relative
friction factor of the bogie friction damping device is too
large, causing the vertical vibration of the vehicle to
deteriorate in the literature [30].

4.2.3. :e Effect of Different Side Frame Angles on the
Response. -e angle of the side frame ranges from − 4 to 6
degrees. -e displacement response of the suspension sys-
tem is shown in Figure 17. When the angle of the side frame
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Figure 11: -e time-domain curves of displacement of the numerical method and FEM method for different excitation frequencies. (a)
10Hz. (b) 7Hz. (c) 5Hz.
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increases, the slope to the trough decreases. When the
relative displacement reaches the trough, the length of the
stick time remains the same. When the angle of side fame
changes from negative to positive and gradually increases,
the distance between the two sides of the side frame in the X
direction increases as the relative movement in the Y di-
rection decreases. -e proportion of the frictional force in
the Y-direction resultant force decreases as the pressure on
the friction surface decreases, and the effect of the vertical
spring stiffness will increase. -erefore, when the friction
force increases in the Y direction, the acceleration in the Y

direction is suppressed from increasing rapidly, and the
overall movement is more stable; otherwise, the overall
motion is suppressed later, and the overall high-frequency
energy is higher than that shown in Figure 11(b).

4.2.4. :e Effect of Different Wedge Angles on the Response.
-e angle of wedge increases from 20 to 70 degrees. -e
displacement response of the suspension system is shown in
Figure 18.When the wedge angle decreases, the sticking time
of trough in the displacement response curves increases.
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Increasing the angle of the wedge makes the side pressure
decrease, and the friction force decreases with the constant
friction coefficient, which can avoid the occurrence of
sticking events. -e conclusion obtained by increasing the
angle of the wedge is basically the same as that of the method
of reducing the friction coefficient.

5. Conclusions

-is paper established a wedge friction damper model to
analyze the dynamic response of several critical structure
parameters. A model for the vertical response analysis of a
simple suspension element is developed, including bolster,
side-frame, and wedges. Dry friction sliding contact exists
between the bolster and the wedge, as well as between the
wedge and the side-frame wall.

-e displacement and velocity of bolster relative to side
frame are analyzed by analytical method, numerical method,
and FEM. -e advantages, disadvantages, and application
scope of these three methods are discussed. Results show
that the numerical method is the most suitable method to
analyze the adhesion slip phenomenon and the influence of
structural components on the vibration isolation state in a
period.

-e effects of friction coefficient, geometry, and excitation
characteristics on the dynamic response of the secondary
suspension are analyzed by numerical method. -e sticking
phenomenon mostly appears at the maximum and minimum
relative displacement of the suspension. -e sticking phe-
nomenon is related to the excitation energy of the system, and
increasing excitation amplitude or frequency will suppress
sticking events. Reduced spring stiffness or system mass of
suspension can reduce sticking events. -e increase of the

angle of the side frame will prolong the sticking time. By
increasing the friction coefficient and the angle of the wedge,
the sticking events of the system become more obvious. -e
sticking events will cause the high-frequency energy of the
system to increase, making the system’s vibration acceleration
greater. -is phenomenon is consistent with reducing the
vertical vibration of the railway vehicle by reducing the spring
stiffness of the friction coefficient in the literature [31].

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is no analysis
of the three calculation methods at the same time or veri-
fication for the accuracy of each other. -e influence of
different structural parameters and excitation on the sus-
pension system is analyzed in this paper. However, this
paper only considers the vertical motion of the suspension
system, which cannot fully reflect the vibration character-
istics of the system. But it can also provide guidance for the
selection of methods in the design process of railway vehicle
bogies and provide a reference for the failure analysis of
wedge.
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